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SCOR - a solid traditional reinsurance company with a 
strong Global franchise

“A” level financial 

strength ratings

1st listed French company to adopt 
Societas Europaea status

5th largest reinsurer 

in the world

1 570 experienced and 
highly-skilled employees

A multi-cultural Group with 

52 offices across 5 
continents

€ 26.5 billion 
balance sheet

Strong global 

franchise with over 

3 500 clients

A powerful twin-engine Group

€ 3.4 billion
Shareholders Equity

More than 40 000 
shareholders worldwide

€ 5.8 billion
annual turnover for 2008

€ 1.64 billion 
Life embedded value

10%Asia-Pacific

6%Rest of the world

23%Americas

61%Europe

Premium splitRegion

Insurance Risk 
Manager of the Year

6 Hubs

52 Offices

Reinsurance 
Personality of the 

Year

Redmayne “Best Overall 
Reinsurer“, "Best Client 

Focus" and "Reinsurance 
Personality” in UK & Ireland
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Introduction

�Insurable interest

� Insurance benefit corresponds to the demand

� Insurance premium corresponds to the income
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Introduction

Important factors for financial risk assessment e.g.

Age of the insured person

Occupation and personal income

Reason for policy

Previous insurances 

Family status
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Introduction

Possible results of the financial risk assessment

Acceptance 

Reduction of the sum insured

Declination
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

Moral hazard

Avoidance of adverse selection

Prevention of fraud

Reduction of lapse rate
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

The behaviour of the insured person impacts the claims 
probability directly or indirectly

Individual risk characteristic

Effect on probability of loss occurrence

� Insured person obtains benefit

� Economic incentive 

Moral hazard
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

Asymmetry of information

Persons with increased mortality/morbidity take out a policy more 
often and have a higher sum insured 

Important for financial risk assessment: reason for policy 

Avoidance of adverse selection
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

Self inflicted injury

Suicide

Homicide 

False claims

Fictitious accidents

Disappearance

Prevention of fraud
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

Higher temptation in covers without death benefit 
respectively benefit on survival 

� Critical illness

� (Permanent) Disability insurance

Prevention of fraud
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Sense and Purpose of Financial Risk Assessment

Cover does not correspond to the need

Conflict of interest agent/broker

� Need versus commission

Closure of a high sum insured causes high costs

� Medical examinations

� Acquisition commission/brokerage

� Administration expenses

Reduction of lapse rate
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Insurable Interest

Life assurance 

Accidental Death Benefit / Personal Accident insurance
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Insurable Interest

Family / Income protection

Financial loss by early death of the insured person

Insurance demand � gross income of the insured person 
(bread-winner) multiplication with age-related income 
coefficient

Unearned income should generally not be considered

Premium expenses at most 10% of the net income

Life assurance
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Insurable Interest

Income coefficient:

x 5x 1060

x 8x 1550

x 10x 2040

No dependantsWith dependants(years)

Multiple of incomeUp to age
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Insurable Interest

Loan Cover

Coverage of the untimely death of the borrower 
(usual requirement of the lender)

� Term assurance with decreasing death benefit

Loan redemption and amortisation of a mortgage

� Endowment policy with determined payment

Duration and amount of the insurance = 
Duration and amount of the loan

Life assurance
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Insurable Interest

Only slight insurable interest for accidental death cover alone

Restriction of the sum assured

Separate proof of an increased demand

Statistically adverse selection rises corresponding to the sum 
assured

Accidental Death Benefit / Personal Accident
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Requirements

Financial requirements are depending on the reason for policy 
and requested sum insured 

For high sums insured required:

Financial questionnaire

Report of credit enquiry agency (where appropriate)

Additionally …..
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Requirements

Personal protection (Income and Family):

Proof of income for the last 2 to 3 years

Loan cover:                                                     

Proof of credit 

� Copy of loan agreement

� Confirmation of the bank 

Declaration of assignment

Balance sheets of the last 2 to 3 fiscal years for business loans
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Financial Risk Assessment
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Agenda:

1. Insurance coverage in force?

2.Premiums paid?

3.Proof of death?

4.Liability of the insurer?

5.Settlement of the Claim
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Special law overrules general law

Civil law

Insurance law

General 
conditions

Policy
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Insurance Coverage In Force?

Proof of Contract

Original Policy

Contract in force?

Preliminary Coverage due to policy wording?

Event covered by policy?
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Agenda:
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Premiums paid?

Duty of policy holder

First premium/Renewal Premium 
(annual/monthly)

Romania: Art. 17 Act of Insurance

Reminder with setting 20 days payment period

Proof of payment (Art. 16 Act of insurance)
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Art 17 Act of Insurance Romania

Version 1995:

« If not agreed differently, the insurance contract is canceled
if the premiums are not paid in time. »

Version 2004:

« If not agreed differently, the insurance contract is canceled
if the premiums are not paid in time.

The insurer is obliged to notify the assured of his
obligation to pay the premium 20 days before the due 
date. »
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Proof of death

Death certificate

Identification of person insured 

Cause of death?

Disappearance?

Further investigations necessary?

Death abroad

Unnatural death
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Proof of death

„British 'missing man' charged
with fraud“

REDCAR, England — A British man who was declared dead
after disappearing at sea five years ago masterminded an 
elaborate life insurance fraud to pay off family debts and 
also lied to get a false passport, police said Saturday. 

From the „US Today“, 2007
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Proof of death

„Blight of the living dead“

Molly and Clayton Daniels dug up the body of an elderly
woman, dressed her in Clayton's clothes, put her in his 
car, torched it and pushed it off a cliff near Georgetown, 
Tex. They faked Clayton's death for $110,000 in life-
insurance money. Clayton returned disguised as her new
boyfriend.“

From the Insurance Journal 2005
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Liability of the Insurer?

Misrepresentation in the   
application form?

Romania: Art. 13 Act of insurance

Obligation to answer the questions asked by the insurer

Obligation to present « any essential information and 
facts the applicant has knowledge of »

⇒Review of medical history and application form!
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Liability of the Insurer?

Legal consequences?

Declination of payment

Romania: No Contestable Period

Romania: No causal relationship between non-
disclosure and cause of death required

According to policy wording: Partly payment
dependent on severeness of non-stated
circumstances according to the guidelines. 
Exclusion for pre-existing diseases.
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Liability of the Insurer?

Suicide?

Romania: Art. 35 Act of insurance

Waiting period?

At condition of insanity?

Suicide vs. Accident
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Liability of the Insurer?

�Murder by                                   
policyholder/beneficiary?

�Exclusions met?
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Liability of the insurer?

„Second man arrested in 
homicide, insurance fraud case“

A second man was arrested and charged with murder
Saturday in connection with what police said was a 
life insurance collection scheme that led to the
shooting death of a mentally disabled and blind man. 

From Baltimore Sun, 2009
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Liability of the Insurer?

Accidental Death Benefit

Claim should have to be reported within 48 hours

Claims questionnaire

Police report necessary

Files of enquiry of public prosecution

Blood alcohol concentration or toxocological
examination?

Autopsy?
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Liability of the Insurer?

Further exclusions met?

War

Influence of drugs

Criminal acts

…according to the general conditions
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Settlement of the Claim

Beneficiary or inheritants?

Beneficiary already deceased

Beneficiary: « Wife »

Identification of beneficiaries

Rights of Third Party (cession to bank)?
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